We address the problem of automatically determining the number of active sources in underdetemiiued blind source separation (BSS). A timefrequency approach to underdetermined BSS is exploited to discriminate the timefrequency structure of the measured mixmes. To determine the niimher of active sources over an observation interval. an advanced clustering technique based on Gap statistics is proposed. Simulation studies are presented to support the proposed approach.
INTRODUCTION
The aim of blind source separation (BSS) is to extract the underlying sources from a set of linear mixtures, which is typically obtained by a sensor array. without explicit information describing the sources and the system channels. Two assumptions are conventionally required in BSS. One is the mutual independent assumption of the input sources, which enables the approach of independent component analysis. For the second assumption, it requires that the number of measurement sensors to be at least equal to the number of sources. For, otherwise. the problem will be ill-conditioned.
If, however, the system has more sources than sensors, the problem is termed underdetermined BSS. So far, most underdetermined BSS methods resort to various sparsity within the sources. For example, in [7] , an algorithm is proposed based upon the idea of representing the observation data with an overcomplete dictionay. However, this sparsity assumption for the sources may not hold in many applications and performance of the algorithm thereby degrades. Assuming the mixing matrix is known, several methods are suggested in [6] to estimate the input sources under different probabilistic source sparsity models. Another route for underdetermined BSS is to exploit the information embedded in the time-frequency (t-f) domain. which is particularly This research was funded by QinetiQ under the United Kingdom Min. istry of Defence Corporate Resemch Programme ClSP useful for non-stationary sources. By exploiting the t-f regions at which only one source is present. the algorithm in [I] is able to cancel the contribution from one source. This result however is far from the goal of complete source s e p aration. Assuming a certain structure of the mixing matrix and that the t-f representations of input sources do not overlap, an offline method for separating an arbitrary number of sources from two mixtures is proposed in [3] . Also uuder the assumption of t-f orthogonality, by classifying the principle eigen vectors of the t-f matrices, an alternative algorithm is proposed, [4] . However, this approach suffers from the identification of phantom sources because of the rough classification employed. Thresholding in the later stage therefore becomes crucial and its operation requires the number of active sources be known a priori. In this paper, by applying an advanced clustering technique that is based upon Gap statistics [5] . the drawback of phantom sources is overcome. More importantly, the newly proposed algorithm is able to separate different sources even when the number of active sources is not known, which is very likely to be the scenario in practice.
DATA MODEL AND THE SIGNAL T-F QUADRaTlC REPRESENTATION
A multi-input and multi-output system with I; input sources and m measurement sensors is assumed. The observation signals are modelled as the instautaneons mixtures of the input sources. The notations ( . ) T , (.)" and (.)* denote respectively the operations of transpose, conjugate transpose and complex conjugate. At discrete time instant t, the measurement signal
ten as
x ( t ) = A s ( t ) + n ( t )
(1)
A is an 71% x k mixing matrix and n (t) is the zero mean additive noise. An unmixing matrix B is introduced to attempt to restore the mutual independence property of the sources, which is lost after linear mixing. The unmixing output y (t)
is the estimator of the input sources subject to a scaling and permutational ambiguity.
For themeasurement signal from sensor-%, z. (t), the discrete time form Cohen's class t-f representation is written as
where $, , (U, 1) is the signal-independent kernel function.
The t-f representation of the correlation between two sensor signals z, (t) and zJ (t) is Written as DZ,=, 
where ~( w ,
) is a matrix whose (i, jlth entry 4ij (U, I )
is the kernel associated with the i f h and the j t h measurement sensor outouts. Similarlv. of sources, as indicated by the authors therein and demonstrated by the simulations in later section. To remove artificial sources, further thresholding is required and in its operation the number of active sources, k, is assumed to be known a priori. It should be addressed that the assumption of priori knowledge of number of sources may not be satisfied in many applications and therefore a more advanced classification method is needed.
ever, this me tL od often gives more classes than the number In the k-means algorithm, a number k of centroids are initialized as vectors far apart. Then each member in Z is examined and assigned to one of the clusters depending on the minimum Euclidean distance. The positions of centroids are updated everytime a member is added to the cluster. Such a procedure continues until all the members are partitioned into k clusters. Although the k-means algorithm assumes the a priori knowledge of the number of clusters in the data set, which contradicts our ultimate goal of aut* matic determining the number of sources, various simulations conducted show that the k-means algorithm still outperforms the method in [4], i.e., eqn. C,i,j,ec, llZ,i -Zj.ll; . Taking all the k clusters into account. the ermr measure in Gap statistics is defined as where nt is the number ofvectors within the 2 " ' cluster. The logarithm of the above error measure, log ( W k ) , is compared with that computed from a reference data set Z' which is drawn from an appropriate distribution. The natural number of clusters is then estimated as the value at which log ( W k ) falls the farthest below the reference curve. as the word 'Gap' in the name suggests.
TBE INTRODUCTION OF GAP STATISTICS IN UNDERDETERMINED BSS
It is clear that the generation of the reference distribution is crucial in the Gap test. If the dimension of Z, is I, the reference distribution can he chosen as the uniform distribution. [5] . since such a distribution is most likely to produce fake clusters. Mathematically. the following equality
where inf {.} denotes the infimum operator, i.e., the maximum lower bound.
In a more general case. the dimeusion of the data in Z is larger than unity. In other words, the data in Z should be characterized by more than one feature. No distrihution can satisfy eqn (9) unless its support is degenerate to a subset of a line. Two ways are proposed for the generation of a reference distribution. The first one is straight forward. Each reference feature is generated uniformly over the range of the observed values corresponding to that feature. In comparison, the reference data Z' in the second method is drawn from a uniform distribution according to the direction of the principal component of the data 2, [5] . Simulation studies suggest that the second method is more robust than the first one in various scenarios. Employing the k-means algorithm. the method of Gap statistics can be summarized into three steps. Fig I (a>(e) .With theclassification method in [4] , thenumber ofclusters found is summarized in Table 1 . When the threshold E = 0.4, three clusters have been found. But the sources are still mixed in the t-f domain. If E is slightly reduced to 0.3, even though one phantom source has already been generated, source separation still fails. as shown in Fig 1 (f)-(i) .
Only when the threshold value goes down to 0.1, can successful source separation be achieved. However, 12 in number phantom sources will be generated. In the experiment for Gap statistics, 15 (L = 15) copies of reference data are generated. The logarithm of the m o r measure obtained from the actual data set and the reference data set is described in Fig 2(a) and the result of Gap test versus different numbers of clusters is shown in Fig 2 (b) . The peak at the value of three in Fig 2 (b) indicates three natural clusters in the data set, which is a desirable result. The t-f distribution of the three sources are successfully separated, as confirmed in Table 1 . Number of clusters found with the rough classification method
CONCLUSION
When separating more sources than observed mixtures on thebBSiSoftemporalsparsityofthesources,thetime~ency BSS method in [4] suffers from the problem of phantom sources and requires knowledge of the number of active sources. By employing the method of Gap statistics, a solution has been proposed in this paper to automate the selection of the number of active sources. Simulations show that the proposed solution tackles the problem of underdetermined BSS when the number of active sources is unknown. 
